**STATE MEET TIME SCHEDULE & ADMISSION – CLASS 2**

**Friday: Swimming Preliminaries**
- 1:30PM: Pass Gate Opens – Teams go to the Gymnasium
- 2:15PM: Teams called from Gym to enter deck – *order based on number of entries*
- 2:45PM: Scratch Meeting (Lower Level Aerobics Room)
- 3:00PM: Tickets go on sale for Prelims and Spectator Stands open
- 3:15PM: Swimming Warm-ups & Diving Practice
- 5:00PM: Swimming Preliminary Competition Begins

**Saturday: Diving Session**
- 6:50AM: Pass Gate Opens
- 7:00AM: Diving Warm-Ups begin
- 7:30AM: Tickets go on sale for Diving and Spectator Stands open for Diving
- 9:00AM: Diving Competition Begins
- ~1:00PM: Clear Spectator Stands for Swimming

**Saturday: Swimming Finals**
- No earlier than 1:00PM: Tickets go on sale for Swimming Finals and Spectator Stands open
- 2:00PM: Swimming Warm-ups (Diving Boards Closed)
- 3:00PM: Swimming Finals Competition Begins

**SPECTATOR ENTRY TO STANDS**

Due to the strong interest in the preferred seating in the spectator stands, and the limited space available in the Rec-Plex lobby and connecting areas for spectators to congregate and “wait” for the stands to open, the following procedure will be followed for the purchase of tickets and entry into the spectator stands for all Swimming Sessions.

Tickets will not go on sale until the times specified on the schedule above, which is the same time that the Spectator Stands open. Spectators arriving before tickets go on sale will be queued to line up outside the front of the Rec-Plex. This line will serve as the order for both ticket sales and Spectator Stand entry.

- Those waiting in line may stand or sit on the ground, but chairs are *NOT* allowed.
- The Rec-Plex staff will advise you if it is necessary for you to move or change locations; it is imperative that walkways are kept clear.
- Saving spaces in line is prohibited.

For the FIRST HOUR of ticket sales, only **one ticket** will be sold per individual present. Once a ticket is purchased, the buyer may immediately enter the Spectator Stands by providing his/her ticket to the gate worker. Seats in the spectator stands **MAY NOT** be saved by any means other than a living person sitting there. **After the first hour**, individuals may purchase more than one ticket for the current session, but there are no WILL CALL services available at the ticket gate.